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Book Descriptions:

8 in 1 little tikes manual

Are you sure you want to proceed Instruction manuals are listed alphabetically. Please scroll
through the list to find the manual you are looking for. Click on the link to download a PDF of the
instruction manual. If you cannot find the manual for the toy you are looking for please give us a call
at 18003210183. Little Tikes offers replacements parts for purchase on select products. Click here
to visit our Replacement Parts website. Are you sure you want to proceed The large sliding board
and smaller kids slide let everyone play together. The unique design can be configured in eight
different ways with climbing platforms, tunnels and plenty of places to climb, hide, and crawl. Made
in USA. Your screen may be white for several minutes during download. If the instructions do not
open in your browser, be sure to download the Adobe plugin from the link. Get Adobe Acrobat
Reader The freight company will contact you in advance to schedule a delivery date and time.
Someone must be present at the time of delivery and a signature will be required. Please note that
the drivers areYou will be responsible for unloading the truck. Drivers do not provide inside delivery
over the threshold as part of their service. For this reason,Please make sure you read and
understand our Truck Shipping Conditions and Policy.If any items are missing or damaged, please
note that on the delivery receipt. This is the only way to send any missing items or replace any
damages items on the order. Sometimes the boxes arrive dented, opened, have holes from fork
trucks, or retaped by the trucking company. The product inside may be just fine, so please accept
theIts more cost effective and environmentally wiser for Little Tikes to replace a part or send a
missing product than to refuse the whole shipment.Any address changes or redelivery fees will be
the responsibility of the customer. If your order is damaged or missing, please accept the shipment
and Little Tikes will guarantee our
products.http://www.lakepulaski.com/cms_uploads/emacs-vhdl-mode-manual.xml
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Please sign your delivery receipt asCustomer is responsible for anyShipping charges for both
delivery and returns are not refundable, this includes items purchased delivery is refused. If you
return a gift, the purchaser will receive aAll sales are final on clearance items. Car pet o ver har d oo
rs m ay not pr even t inju ry. Flat sur f ace on t unn el wit h war ning m ust f ace u p and be p ara llel
t o the gro und vi ews 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Al ways w ear s afe ty g lass es w hen us ing a screwdriver to
disassemble the tunnel. MAINTE NANCE WA R N I N G Failur e to per f or m per iodi c che ck s cou
ld ca use t his p rodu c t to over t urn o r cau se a f all. The following checks should be perfor med at
the beginning a nd end of eac h seas on an d tw ice m onth ly dur ing t he us age p eri od 2 5 8 3 6 9
4 7 ManualsPDF. ru. It doubles up as a playhouse climber with an easyopening door and a
challenging climber with a crawlthrough tunnel! For more information, please contact us.As a result,
orders may take an additional 13 days to process. Please note this item is a two man delivery. 14
working days service to UK Mainland Only, 21 working days service to Northern Ireland Only.
Please note this item is a two man delivery. 14 working days service to UK Mainland Only, 21
working days service to Northern Ireland Only. If you continue to use this site you agree to the use
of cookies.Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
thirdparty cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will
be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to optout of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website.http://www.grandaygun.com/cirali/emacs-vhdl-manual.xml

These cookies do not store any personal information. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior
to running these cookies on your website. Update my browser now. For example, match up the two
walls with A molded into the bottom corners. Lift up the wall with hooks and insert hooks into the
openings in opposite wall. Push down on the wall with the hooks to “lock” wall in place. NOTE Place
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a block of wood on walls with D molded in see Illus. 4 and pound with a hammer. A rubber mallet
may be used in place of the hammer and block of wood. TUNNEL ASSEMBL Y ILLUS. 1 1 17 Place
tunnel bottom B tunnel piece without pegs on lower “shelf” on the wall with the bubble window. T
ighten with a screwdriver. Do not overtighten bolts. The bolt cover will not snap shut if bolt is too
tight. T ighten with a screwdriver. Place tunnel top A tunnel piece with pegs on top “shelf” on the
wall with the bubble window. Line up pegs on the inside rim of tunnel with holes in the walls at each
end of tunnel and push down. ADUL T ASSEMBL Y REQUIRED. 2 people are required for assembly.
Never place on concrete, asphalt, wood, packed earth, grass or other hard surfaces. Carpet over
hard floors may not prevent injury. Always wear safety glasses when using a hammer. 4370 F F E E
6 A A 1 B B 2 3 D D C C 4 D D C C 5 G G 7 8 C A E J B A M G B D F C D EF I H G H I K J L K M L N 4
M 4 K L 9 H 2 G 2 J 8 P 4 D 9 C 9 A B E F Ask your question here. Provide a clear and
comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your
issue and question, the easier it will be for other Little Tikes Playground owners to properly answer
your question. Ask a question About the Little Tikes Playground This manual comes under the
category Not categorized and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 6.8.

This manual is available in the following languages English, Dutch, German, French, Spanish,
Italian, Swedish, Portuguese, Danish, Polish, Russian, Norwegian, Finnish, Hungarian. Do you have
a question about the Little Tikes Playground or do you need help. Ask your question here Little Tikes
Playground specifications Brand ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are
looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than
10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are
looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and
you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. It is relatively
easy to assemble, but the manufacturer recommends that two adults perform this task because of
the size of the pieces. After you put it together, take a little time to show your kids what they should
and shouldnt do while playing on the set. Assembling the Walls Match the letters on the bottom
corners of the walls. For example, match the two walls with the letter A at the bottom. Raise the wall
that has hooks, and insert the hooks into the corresponding openings in the other wall. Push down
on the hookbearing wall to lock the walls together. Match the walls lettered B and C and assemble
them in the same way. Use a block of wood and a hammer or rubber mallet when connecting the last
two walls, those lettered D, to pound the hooks into the openings. Assembling the Tunnel Put the
tunnel bottom, which is the tunnel piece that has no pegs, on the shelflike outcropping at the bottom
of the wall with the bubble window. Do not over tighten or the bolt covers will not close. Put the
tunnel top, which is the piece with pegs, on the shelflike outcropping at the top of the wall with the
bubble window.
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The threaded bushings are preinstalled in the tunnel bottom. Tighten the bolts with a screwdriver.
Maintaining and Disassembling the Playground Maintain the playground by checking all of the bolts
and cap nuts from time to time to ensure that theyre tight, particularly at the start of each season of
use. Make sure that the bolt covers are closed. Disassemble the playground by taking the tunnel off
first. Pry the small hooks from the tops of the walls, using a slotted screwdriver if needed. Wear
safety glasses for this task. Tips Do not set the playground on a hard surface such as concrete,
asphalt or packed dirt, since falls onto such surfaces could injure children. Warnings Place the
playground on a level area at least 6 feet away from fences, buildings, tree branches, clothes lines or
power lines. When the temperature is below 0 degrees, the plastic the playground is made of might
become brittle and crack. Do not use the playground in these temperatures. Store the playground in
a warm place thats protected from the weather. Do not let children climb on the playground while its
wet. Children should wear shoes and clothing that fits well while playing on the playground. Adults
should supervise children at all times. The playground will accommodate up to eight children with a
maximum weight of 100 pounds each. Tips Do not set the playground on a hard surface such as
concrete, asphalt or packed dirt, since falls onto such surfaces could injure children. Warnings Place
the playground on a level area at least 6 feet away from fences, buildings, tree branches, clothes
lines or power lines. When the temperature is below 0 degrees, the plastic the playground is made of
might become brittle and crack. Do not use the playground in these temperatures. Store the
playground in a warm place thats protected from the weather. Do not let children climb on the
playground while its wet. Children should wear shoes and clothing that fits well while playing on the
playground.
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Adults should supervise children at all times. The playground will accommodate up to eight children
with a maximum weight of 100 pounds each. About the Author Margaret Morris has a Bachelor of
Arts in English with a concentration in creative writing from the University of Pittsburgh. She also
holds a celebrant certificate from the Celebrant Foundation and Institute. Morris writes for various
websites and private clients. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by,
and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because
your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in
order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with saving your items for later. You can
go to cart and save for later there.Get more info This Little Tikes playground gym offers climbers
and slides, providing a suitable way to let children have safe fun outdoors. Watch them play all day
long on this exciting outdoor piece of equipment, alone or with friends. The kids playground gym
offers two slides, one with a gentle slope, the other with an extralong slope to accommodate various
ages. This play area piece is easy to maintain and can be assembled quickly so kids can begin
playing. The Little Tikes 8in1 Adjustable Playground Gym gives kids multiple areas to have fun so it
keeps their attention with hours of imaginative play. About This Item We aim to show you accurate
product information. Manufacturers,See our disclaimer Provide the little ones at home with a place
to play with this Little Tikes 8in1 Adjustable Playground Gym. It is constructed with multiple levels
for added enjoyment and dual slides for a variety of users. This Little Tikes playground gym offers
climbers and slides, providing a suitable way to let children have safe fun outdoors. Watch them play
all day long on this exciting outdoor piece of equipment, alone or with friends.
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The kids playground gym offers two slides, one with a gentle slope, the other with an extralong slope
to accommodate various ages. This play area piece is easy to maintain and can be assembled quickly
so kids can begin playing. The Little Tikes 8in1 Adjustable Playground Gym gives kids multiple areas
to have fun so it keeps their attention with hours of imaginative play. Little Tikes 8in1 Adjustable
Playground Gym 2 slides, 1 that is extralong and 1 with a gentle slope, allowing older and younger
children to play together Multilevel climbing for hours of fun Award 2001 Oppenheim, Best Toys
Book Finalist Safe way to have fun in the backyard This Little Tikes gym gives children multiple
areas with exciting tasks Little Tikes playground gym provides hours of entertainment for kids who
enjoy being active Specifications Features Multiple Slides Brand Little Tikes Manufacturer MGA
Entertainment Manufacturer Part Number 4331 Type Standard Assembled Product Dimensions L x
W x H 175.00 x 45.00 x 65.00 Inches Customer Reviews 4.4 Average Rating 4.4 out of 5 stars 240
reviews 5 stars 126 4 stars 93 3 stars 18 2 stars 1 1 star 2 See all reviews Write a review Most
helpful positive review Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great for endless amounts of summer fun.
Absolutely loveee this playground. Bought for my 2.5 yr old daughter during the height of quarantine
its made for endless amounts of fun and doesnt take up too much space in my yard. Love the unisex
colors and it also matches Other Little Tikes toys I got her like the adjustable basketball hoop and I
am able to fit her Little Tikes BBQ grill set in the open play area. There is just so much for her and
my older nieces to do in this set. The only downside was the price its expensive but since we wont be
able to go anywhere this summer I think that offsets the cost a little bit.

Oh and also some parts you really had to jimmy together its all hard plastic so some pieces took 3
adults to assemble but overall worth it for it keeps the kids entertained and gives a much needed
break. See more VS Most helpful negative review 3 customers found this helpful Average Rating 2.0
out of 5 stars Needs more Quality Control Put together pretty easy, but Im not sure how long the
product will last. Holes already in the plastic at the seems right out of the box. Water will get in at
the very least and it looks to be a weak point in the system that will fail over time. See more VS Most
helpful positive review Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great for endless amounts of summer fun.
Absolutely loveee this playground. Bought for my 2.5 yr old daughter during the height of quarantine
its made for endless amounts of fun and doesnt take up too much space in my yard. Love the unisex
colors and it also matches Other Little Tikes toys I got her like the adjustable basketball hoop and I
am able to fit her Little Tikes BBQ grill set in the open play area. There is just so much for her and
my older nieces to do in this set. The only downside was the price its expensive but since we wont be
able to go anywhere this summer I think that offsets the cost a little bit. Oh and also some parts you
really had to jimmy together its all hard plastic so some pieces took 3 adults to assemble but overall
worth it for it keeps the kids entertained and gives a much needed break. Most helpful negative
review 3 customers found this helpful Average Rating 2.0 out of 5 stars Needs more Quality Control
Put together pretty easy, but Im not sure how long the product will last. Holes already in the plastic
at the seems right out of the box. Water will get in at the very least and it looks to be a weak point in
the system that will fail over time. Absolutely loveee this playground. Bought for my 2.
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5 yr old daughter during the height of quarantine its made for endless amounts of fun and doesnt
take up too much space in my yard. Love the unisex colors and it also matches Other Little Tikes
toys I got her like the adjustable basketball hoop and I am able to fit her Little Tikes BBQ grill set in
the open play area. There is just so much for her and my older nieces to do in this set. The only
downside was the price its expensive but since we wont be able to go anywhere this summer I think
that offsets the cost a little bit. Oh and also some parts you really had to jimmy together its all hard
plastic so some pieces took 3 adults to assemble but overall worth it for it keeps the kids entertained
and gives a much needed break. See more Put together pretty easy, but Im not sure how long the
product will last. Holes already in the plastic at the seems right out of the box. Water will get in at
the very least and it looks to be a weak point in the system that will fail over time. See more
Frequent mentions Assembly 35 Playground 19 Kids 11 Structure 5 Value 6 Sturdiness 6 Durability
5 Size 6 See more 110 of 240 reviews Most relevant Most helpful Newest to oldest Oldest to newest
High to low rating Low to high rating Sort by Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on
240 reviews Great for endless amounts of summer fun. June 21, 2020 Absolutely loveee this
playground. Bought for my 2.5 yr old daughter during the height of quarantine its made for endless
amounts of fun and doesnt take up too much space in my yard. Love the unisex colors and it also
matches Other Little Tikes toys I got her like the adjustable basketball hoop and I am able to fit her
Little Tikes BBQ grill set in the open play area. There is just so much for her and my older nieces to
do in this set. The only downside was the price its expensive but since we wont be able to go
anywhere this summer I think that offsets the cost a little bit.

Oh and also some parts you really had to jimmy together its all hard plastic so some pieces took 3
adults to assemble but overall worth it for it keeps the kids entertained and gives a much needed
break. See more Reviewed by diana diana Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5
stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews FUN!FUN!FUN! July 10, 2008 Highly recommend this
product. It will be a life saver on those rainy days and cold winter days when staying inside is a must
we have it in a room of our home and know our child will have yrs of fun playing and sliding and
climbing and hiding. See more Reviewed by WalmartCustomer WalmartCustomer Helpful. Yes 1 No
0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews Toddler loves it. June
18, 2020 Toddler loves the playground. Love that you can adjust it 8 different ways and even break it
up into two separate pieces. The setup is difficult because it requires a ton of strength so I would
recommend having two people setup. There are no screws but you need to interlock all the pieces
using full strength. Other than that we love it and definitely recommend. See more Reviewed by
Adriana Adriana Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on
240 reviews Love this!!! June 2, 2020 I was actually afraid to put this together due to the reviews.
BUT it wasnt too bad. A rubber mallet was the only tool needed. I put it together with two of my
oldest daughters. Its such a fun play set. It gets hot easily in the sun so plan to place it in a shaded
area or the kiddos will definitely burn themselves. See more Reviewed by Nana Nana Helpful. Yes 0
No 0 Report Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews Colorful June 11,
2018 Verified purchase Was very easy to put together. Very colourful! Kids seem to like it ages 2 to
4 Is on the pricey side when you and add delivery to it. Hope it holds up for many years.

See more Reviewed by Kitkat123 Kitkat123 Written by a littletikes.com customer. Helpful Yes 1 No 0
Report Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews Fun, Fun, Fun. April 9,
2018 Verified purchase A good design with lots of options. Mostly easy to assemble though some of
the pieces didnt slide into place despite using a rubber mallet and throwing all our weight into it.
Still very sturdy and durable despite some assembly issues. Our little ones loves it. So far its done
well withstanding Oregon rain. See more Reviewed by cindyd cindyd Written by a littletikes.com
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customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 3.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240
reviews So hard to put together. June 25, 2020 There are a few reviews that said this was extremely
hard to put together.especially the last three pieces. I figured wed put several together before, we
should be able to do this one. Wrong! There is seriously something wrong with the last three pieces,
mostly the piece with the door. We have tried for several days now and still cant do it. We had to
take it out of the box at the store to fit it into the back of our large SUV, so no way to return it or I
would. So far the first section with the slide is a hit, Hoping with three to four men we can push
these pieces together, but we dont know yet. There is a serious quality control problem with these
pieces. Also, the colors are even more boring than the photos. Didnt think it was worth that much
more. But now that I see the colors, it might have been. Also, it appears a little scratched up and
dirty. We love little tykes and Im still hopeful it will get used, but so far, Im not nearly as happy as I
have been with previous LT purchases. See more Reviewed by CeeCee CeeCee Helpful. Yes 0 No 0
Report Average Rating 3.

0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews some cons August 20, 2009 I do love this company
however our 8 in 1 is 2 years old now and both slides have cracked on the bottom seam. I have a
7,5,3,2 year old that play on it constantly. I have gotten my moneys worth out of this toy. When I
contacted LT about buying replacement slides I found out the only part that is available for
replacement is the door. My kids could continue to use this toy without the door, but without the
slides it looses its fun factor. Contact with LT has been useless at this point as they can not sell
anything but the door. Holes already in the plastic at the seems right out of the box. Water will get
in at the very least and it looks to be a weak point in the system that will fail over time. We can assist
you if youd please contact one of our Call Center Managers at 18003214424 ext. 3435. Thank you!
See more Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars 240 ratings, based on 240 reviews Not easy to put
together. March 18, 2019 I still dont have this put together. The cut outs werent cut correctly and its
been a nightmare. I have tried to get a hold of the company to either send it back or have
replacement parts and every time Im on hold Inget “disconnected”. See more Reviewed by Lindsay
Lindsay Helpful. Perhaps you should contact via the website at www.littletikes.com. This will be
directed to a service agent that can assist you. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to
share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please contact
customer service directly.Report by mikkimama07 November 28, 2008 Answer this question 2
Answers 1. I think it could be.Yes 0 No 0 Report 2. Yes you can use the two towers in different rooms
the tunnel does not have to be connected by claman Helpful. Yes 1 No 0 Report 2 Answers 2
Answers Last answer December 29, 2008 Can someone tell me what the packaging size and weight
of this product.

Report by G January 24, 2020 Answer this question 1 Answer 1. The carton size for the 8in1
Adjustable Playground is 69.30L x 30.70W x 51.00H Weight 149.03 lbs. by Little Tikes Expert
Helpful. The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase.
Walmart Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as
covering delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your
purchase in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. Product warranty See manufacturer warranty for
warranty length. See details Warranty Information See item description for warranty information.
Already purchased your product. A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of
purchase. Click here to add a Plan. Related Pages Step2 Climbers Toddler Climbers Little Tikes
Climbers Step2 Playhouse Little Tikes Outdoor Play Little Tikes Slide Step2 Slides All Climbers All
Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference
number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at
Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or
distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact
Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of



customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Please try
again.Please try again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief content.

Please try your search again later.It offers plenty of climbing, crawling and sliding activities, and 2
slides allow younger and older kids to play together at the same time. For indoor or outdoor use.
Recommended for ages 2 to 8. Made in USA. This is an oversize item. A flat shipping charge will be
added at checkout.A 2footlong climbthrough tunnel connects two separate, opentopped towers one
is 4.5 feet tall, the other 5.5. The shorter tower has a swinging door and windows, the larger one has
two separate levels and two smoothplastic slides one is 3 feet long, the other 4. Its the perfect
investment for bigger and smaller kids to play with together. But best of all, the playground can be
disassembled and rebuilt into eight different configurations whenever the current setup loses its
charm. With Little Tikes typical rocksolid, kidfriendly construction, you can bet this sturdy
playground will be around long enough for that to happen. Paul Hughes To calculate the overall star
rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. EJ Hamm 3.0 out of 5 stars On a
side note, the one they sent me is not nearly as colorful as the picture in Amazon.com, no hot pinks
or anything like that, mostly blue, dark green and tan. Fine, but not the color explosion it appeared
to be. As far as assembly crud. Give yourself 2 hours, have a hammer or rubber mallet and you
would be best off with at least two good sized friends. This thing is just hollow injectionmolded
plastic pieces and the parts barely fit together. You basically need to press and bend the plastic
pieces into one another while forcing them together to make the thing work. I ended up having to
literally stand on and jump up and down on some of the pieces to get them to fit into one another.

Even then, one or two minor parts just do not fit tightly. On a pain in the butt scale, I give it a 7.5,
maybe an 8. Be warned.Our son is only 14 months old, so hes not getting the full impact of
enjoyment just yet. However, he shows interest and loves to explore it as much as he is capable of
now. We know that in the coming months, he will be able to do more climbing and sliding by himself.
This is a great way to start rather than spending a lot more on a larger wooden play set. Enjoy!My
toddlers went crazy over it when it arrived. I am happy with it though and know they will play with it
for years and it wont fall apart. It is a good investment. Two notes, it did take a long time to put it
together, the blue arch especially was hard. And look at the product description for the color of
playground rather than the picture.We recently moved it under our patio due to the hot Arizona sun
and it fits perfectly!It was hard to assembleit seemed intuitive but we could not get the walls to latch
down at allperhaps because of its age, though it looks like other reviewers had problems too with
new ones. I did find the assembly instructions on the Little Tikes website but they werent helpful. I
had a hard time digging up tips so wanted to post for other people. If you have a hard time getting
the walls to shove down into each other properly, a combo of dish soap or probably oil, but I figured
soap would come off faster and using a long screwdriver to pry it down right worked greatas long as
you were holding the two sides you are working on at just the right angle to each other. We didnt
pay enough attention to that at first and were just trying for brute force using a hammer, and that
was totally useless. When we angled them together exactly right, the screwdriver did the trick fairly
easily. Hope this helps others. It seems like a great product. We could barely get the kids off it long
enough to finish assembling it.It was for my then 2yr old and he STILL plays on it.
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